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About This Content

Take control of an icon of Southern steam as the Southern S15 is now yours to enjoy in Train Simulator, courtesy of Partner
Programme Developer, Bossman Games.

The S15 Class was originally formed from the mind of the London & South Western Railway’s Chief Mechanical Engineer,
Robert Urie, as there was a need for a new locomotive to fulfil heavy freight duties in the early 1920s. Urie’s original mixed-

traffic H15 design, which helped the LSWR in the midst of the war effort, would serve as the basis for his future locomotives.

With a more modern requirement - that would see a locomotive capable of serving south coast ports and running express dairy
trains in and out of London - still in place, Urie changed key aspects of his H15 Class to produce a freight-dedicated

locomotive. The result rolled out of Eastleigh Works in February 1920 as the S15 Class, and it was quickly established that this
locomotive would be a very successful worker.

The first batch of LSWR’s S15 locomotives was 16-strong and finished production by May 1921. Two years later, the LSWR
would be amalgamated into the Southern Railway as part of the Grouping Scheme, creating the “Big Four”. With this, Urie
stepped into retirement and left Richard Maunsell to take over as Chief Mechanical Engineer, and with his new position,

Maunsell took the opportunity to further develop the quickly proven S15 Class before a second batch was produced, and the
resulting modifications were continued to see the class excel in service.

Based across the Southern Railway’s Western Region, from London to coastal ports of Southampton, Weymouth and beyond,
the S15 Class was a well-abled freight locomotive that could shift heavy loads, at speed, with relative ease – and would often

find itself at the helm of nightly express goods. Surprisingly, despite the specific design, and classification, that make the S15 a
freight locomotive, the fleet was also found to be very capable at passenger work when required. This would make the S15s the

longest lasting LSWR 4-6-0 engine in service.

The S15 Class held onto regular duties far into the 1960s, with the last being withdrawn in 1966. All 45 locomotives were sent
to South Wales for scrap, but thankfully, a total of 7 were rescued and were only 2 of those have yet to be operational in

preservation. Akin to being the longest lasting, the S15 is also the most prolific LSWR 4-6-0 to have survived the end of steam,
and many enthusiasts get to enjoy a hint of yesteryear behind the powerful S15 Class.

From Bossman Games, the Southern S15 Class for Train Simulator brings challenging excursions to the exquisite West
Somerset Railway (available separately and required to play the included scenarios).

Included Scenarios

Goods Arthur to Minehead

Minehead to Bishops Lydeard

Southern Workhorse

Please Note: The West Somerset Railway Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play the scenarios
featured in this add-on.

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
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now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Southern Railway S15 Class in Olive Green with and without smoke deflectors

Southern Railway S15 Class in Maunsell Black with and without smoke deflectors

SR Bulleid 59ft Brake Third (Dia. 2121)

SR Bulleid 64ft 6in Brake Third (Dia. 2122) with "head out" passenger view

SR Bulleid 59ft Composite (Dia. 2316)

SR Bulleid 64ft 6in Composite (Dia. 2317)

Authentic whistle sounds

Opening Smokebox door

Realistic Steam Chest simulation

Realistic Brake simulation

Various Brake modes

Various disk and lamp codes

Advanced firing and a custom-written auto-fireman that allows you to focus on the driving

Dynamic smoke effect and fire mass

Detailed manual

3 engaging scenarios for the West Somerset Railway (available as a separate purchase)

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 170mb
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Okay, I know this is a Candy Crush Clone, but it is so addictive. Colorful graphics, a perfect time waster. 10\/10. A very
relaxing game.. Game is fun! Though there are times where I'm having a hard time controlling John, The Zombie.

-I crashed my bike into a fence which was near a cemented flower bed, and now I couldn't get that bike out of that space.
-I ran into a guy who smacked me with a bat, I was stun-locked for quite a bit and couldn't move away from the guy until I was
almost dead (DEAD undead \/ dead as a zombie, you catch my drift..).

Nonetheless, it's senseless fun for everyone! Well, everyone except the people whose brains I'm eating.

Score: 8\/10

Here's my gameplay video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=b7m881TCdKc. Easy to stay
Hard to leave

Great game to kill some time and make your brain work a little.

. lt; i n c o m i n g > < i n c o m i n g > < s c a t t e d >. Very simple game. Seems to consist of mostly score attack, you control
an orb that can move around a sqaure playing field, you can influence the colored dots that rotate around your orb but the
control is impercise by design. Frankly I do not care for it but it could be a short diversion for the right person who wants a chill
out zen type game to play in short bursts.. Excellent game with the required WH40k over the topness. Superb voice acting and
great action. It's basically a top down shooter set in that bleak universe with loot and RPG elements. Not really similar to Diablo,
that would be Chaosbane I suppose. The hub, support characters, and conversations all remind me of StarCraft 2. The action and
weapons are excellent, and there's a fair amount of cool destructability. Cover system doesn't work that well, but it's cool.
Problems include abominable loading times, no high resolution support (1080 max in-game), and most levels looking pretty
much the same.

EDIT: mixed feelings. On the one hand, early May 2019 patches seem to have shortened loading times and upped the resolution.
On the other, further into the game there are rather annoying horde\/wave missions where you need to defend people and it gets
rather tedious. Keep that in mind if you dislike that type of mission.. A fun, short RPG game.

Pros:
- encounter system
- nice music
- good humor (sometimes too ''self-referencing'')
- fun characters

Cons:
- crashes a lot
- weak story
- some map elements could me done better (tile, size scale,...)

The game is fun to play and worth a try if you like games made with RPG Maker. Crashing can be annoyng, but with frequent
saves it is managable. Considering the play time and price, I'd recommend it.
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I was a fan of the first game and the sequel did not disappoint! This game, much like the first one, is cheap, has a nice art style
and good music. It also has good, smooth gameplay.
The puzzles in this game are a good difficulty where it's not too difficult [albeit a tiny bit frustrating from time to time] but it's
not too simple.

 TL;DR
Intriguing story and gameplay. Highly reccomend this series to people!. Physics! Colors! Weee

THIS GAME IS HARD. I think i wouldve really enjoyed this game, if only it wasnt for the fact that putting it at
1920x1080 would put the game off centered to the right.. It a-MAZE-es me how any developer could upload "this" and
think it will sell enough copies to make his $100 investment back.

A game completely VOID of life.

A game completely VOID of color.

A game completely VOID of any sound at all.

A game completely VOID of any "fun"...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=w3JT_BD8fIA&feature=youtu.be

I was very generous to give this game a 10% score or a 1 out of 10.

NOT recommended, even spending 5 cents on this would be a waste of a nickel.. This is a nice addition to the picross genre.
Relaxing, not overly difficult (I completed all puzzles with no mistakes, though it might have taken a few tries on one or two.
I'm blaming that on watching YouTube while playing so I wasn't concentrating fully), and fun with the different colors. I've
played Fantasy Mosaics 16, 17, and 18 and all three are worth playing. There's a story of sort with it, but I didn't pay much
attention. :) And yes, I left the same review on 3 games because it applies to all of them.. A good flying arcade game with
storyline but dead multiplayer. It may take a while to adjust with the mouse movement if you played other fly simulation games,
overall it's not bad.. I didnt recrive atc info on the dangerous approch add on!. If you are able to press every key of the English
alphabet you will be able to 100% this game.
. Excellent game (graphics, story, missions). Controls not so good.
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